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Abstract

This article presents a model of how a build-up of interruptions can shift the dynamics of the emergency department (ED) from an adaptive, self-regulating system into a fragile, crisis-prone one. Drawing on case studies of organizational disasters and insights from the theory of high-reliability organizations, the authors use computer simulations to show how the accumulation of small interruptions could have disproportionately large effects in the ED. In the face of a mounting workload created by interruptions, EDs, like other organizational systems, have tipping points, thresholds beyond which a vicious cycle can lead rather quickly to the collapse of normal operating routines and in the extreme to a crisis of organizational paralysis. The authors discuss some possible implications for emergency medicine, emphasizing the potential threat from routine, non-novel demands on EDs and raising the concern that EDs are operating closer to the precipitous edge of crisis as ED crowding exacerbates the problem.

Maj or disasters are of interest to the emergency medicine (EM) community because they generate demand for EM services, but disaster and crisis may be of interest to EM for another reason: lessons from the study of disasters and crisis may be useful to the organization and practice of EM. Studies in the organizational theory literature examining the phenomenon of disasters, crises, and accidents, drawing on rich case studies and in-depth analysis, have yielded three significant insights that suggest there may be important parallels in EM. First, major disasters often do not have proportionately large causes. Rather, minor, everyday events can lead to major disasters, what Perrow calls “normal accidents.” Second, the likelihood of triggering chain reactions and a cascade of malfunctions and breakdowns greatly increases as the delivery system becomes increasingly sophisticated and interconnected with other systems. Such cascades lead to disproportionate and occasionally disastrous effects. Third, interruptions to ongoing activities or plans are associated with or implicated in the evolution of crisis. In particular, Rudolph and Repenning establish how the sheer quantity of interruptions to established routines and expectations plays a significant role in precipitating disasters.

Emergency departments (EDs) are sophisticated and interconnected with other systems. ED crowding and overcrowding, major challenges to the field that continue despite years of efforts to address the problem, are likely getting worse. Crowding occasions tighter coupling of the systems and will likely make sophistication and interconnectedness even more salient features of the ED. EDs have also been characterized as “interrupt-driven.” Several studies have reported that emergency physicians (EPs) are interrupted an average of approximately 10 times per hour, and nurses are interrupted even more often. Interruptions contribute to medical error and...
have been implicated in increasing stress and reducing efficiency among physicians. However, the role of interruptions in precipitating organizational crises in the ED has not been explored. While it is tempting to invoke proportional logic—the more interruptions there are, the worse things get—the dynamics of tightly coupled systems are more complex than this simple proportional logic would suggest. To understand the dynamic interplay among quantities of small events, we present a theory that takes into account the state of the environment surrounding the ED, the ED’s capacity to respond, and the manner in which the system adjusts to cope with varying demand. The approach will be to draw on simulation and analysis of a system dynamics model, developed by Rudolph and Repenning to understand the dynamics of disasters, that examines the interconnections between the quantity of small events and organizational crises. We begin with a description of some case studies of disasters, then present the model and analyses, and conclude with a discussion of some implications for EM.

**CASE STUDIES**

We offer two short case studies as examples. The focal case for developing the theory represented here is Weick’s report and analysis of a major disaster, an account that chronicles a series of small interruptions that combined to produce the Tenerife (Canary Islands) air disaster that occurred on March 27, 1977. On that day, the Las Palmas airport was unexpectedly closed due to a terrorist bomb attack. Two Boeing 747s, one operated by KLM and the other operated by Pan Am, were diverted to Tenerife because of this. The diversion resulted in a series of small interruptions to plans and standard procedures. The KLM crew had strict duty time constraints, but the diversion interrupted the plan to return to Amsterdam within those limits. Plans to leave the airfield were interrupted by a cloud drifting 3000 feet down the runway. The runways at Tenerife were not designed for 747s, so their narrow widths interrupted protocols for normal maneuvering. Transmissions from the central tower were both garbled and nonstandard, interrupting the usual preflight communications patterns and protocols. As the situation progressed, the KLM crew communicated less and less clearly, and eventually the KLM captain, directly violating standard procedure, cleared himself for takeoff. He began accelerating the plane in an effort to outrace a cloud floating toward him at the other end of the runway. Meanwhile, the Pan Am aircraft had missed its parking turnout due to the limited visibility and was parked at the other end of the runway, obscured by the very cloud the KLM pilot was trying to outrun. The KLM plane collided with the Pan Am plane, killing all 583 people on both planes in one of the worst accidents in aviation history.

Our second example is the tragedy of Iran Air 655, a passenger airline jet that was mistakenly shot down by the AEGIS-system guided-missile cruiser USS Vincennes on July 3, 1988, resulting in the deaths of all 290 people on board. Based on various accounts of the event, a continuing stream of interruptions to ongoing processes and tasks occurred in the moments before the fatal shoot-down. As Iran Air 655 approached, it was an unknown aircraft that interrupted the team’s attention to ongoing gun battles. The combat information center team had to determine a course of action in just 7 minutes, given the trajectory of the unknown approaching aircraft. Noise levels were high, and information about the several ongoing gunboat battles came in bursts, interrupting attempts to deal with the incoming aircraft. One of the forward guns jammed, causing yet more interruptions to the ongoing battle maneuvers. Crew member communications were occurring over several channels simultaneously, often resulting in different messages coming into left and right ears. Periodic changes in communication channels added another layer of interruptions.

**MODELING THE FEEDBACK STRUCTURE OF DISASTER AND CRISIS**

Motivated by the observation that small events can cause large crises, Rudolph and Repenning developed a system dynamics model drawing on source data from several case studies of large-scale disasters such as those of Tenerife and the USS Vincennes. Drawing primarily on Weick’s theoretical analysis as the initial source data, the model formulations translate the text-based constructs and theoretical relationships into the system dynamics language of stocks, flows, and feedback. The paper carefully develops the causal feedback structure of the model, explains the mathematical formulations, and provides access to the fully documented model. Here, we provide a summary of the model, highlighting some key features, and focus attention on the results of simulation analyses that may have some bearing on managerial practices in the ED.

The original model grounded in source data from disasters is based on several key assumptions that are likely quite consistent with most ED contexts. First, the model assumes the organization faces a continuing, possibly varying, stream of non-novel interruptions. The definition of an interruption follows Mandler’s: any unanticipated event, external to the individual, that temporarily or permanently prevents completion of some organized action, thought sequence, or plan. Second, the model focuses on interruptions for which the organization has an appropriate response within its existing repertoire, that is, the interruptions are non-novel interruptions. Resolving a non-novel interruption still requires significant cognitive effort, first to shift to an active mode of cognition and then to execute the three processes of attention to determine which interruptions are considered, activation to trigger the necessary knowledge, and strategic processes to prioritize goals and allocate resources. However, the difficulty of resolving an interruption can vary widely. For example, the stream of interruptions an EP faces might include a question from a nurse to confirm a medication order, which could be readily and quickly handled, as well as a request to read an electrocardiogram (ECG), which might be more time-consuming and cognitively taxing. The model captures this variability in the time required...
to resolve different interruptions by interpreting the unit in the flow of interruptions not as the raw number of interruptions, but as the number of component mental steps needed to resolve interruptions. So, in the above example, reading an ECG may constitute many interruption units, whereas answering a simple question might be interpreted as only a few units of interruption. The model also assumes that resolving pending interruptions is required for ongoing survival of both the physical and social functioning of the organization. Finally, the model does not include the primary task being interrupted, but instead focuses on organizational performance as a function of the ability to resolve interruptions.

The model synthesizes three main ideas, each of which when taken alone is a relatively uncontested statement, but which when taken together form the basis for some important and somewhat counterintuitive dynamics. The first of these ideas is that interruptions are not processed instantaneously, but instead accumulate while pending resolution. Figure 1 is a stock and flow and feedback diagram using the standard icons of system dynamics to represent the relevant system structure. At the top of the diagram, we see the stream of incoming interruptions represented as the interruption arrival rate and depicted with a pipe and valve icon, signaling a flow variable. Interruptions accumulate in the stock of interruptions pending, represented with a rectangle, until they are resolved as depicted by the outflow net interruption resolution rate. Thus, the stock of interruptions pending is increased by the interruption arrival rate and decreased by the net interruption resolution rate. The dynamics of stocks are often conceptualized as akin to the dynamics of the level of water in a bathtub. The stock of interruptions pending will increase any time the interruption arrival rate exceeds the net interruption resolution rate, just as the level of water in a bathtub increases any time the inflow from the water spigot exceeds the outflow through the drain of the bathtub. Examples of accumulated unresolved interruptions in the ED include requests to come visit a patient, alerts that new test results are available, and pages that signal incoming stroke alert patients. To resolve each of these interruptions requires cognitive and physical effort that will take time and energy. Because interruptions may arrive at a rate that is greater than that at which they are resolved, unresolved interruptions can accumulate.

The second main idea underlying the causal structure of the model is that accumulating interruptions increase the levels of stress on the individuals in the organization. Unresolved interruptions do not disappear, but instead continue to wait for resolution. Mental bookkeeping becomes more challenging, raising the risks of losing situational awareness or committing fixation errors. Moreover, the time pressure these accumulations generate may decrease access to inert knowledge, increase errors, or trigger a maladaptive problem-solving routine. This notion is an important conceptual step that distinguishes the present work from many traditional studies of stress and performance that consider stress as an independent variable, exogenously manipulated or viewed as imposed by forces outside the system under study. Rather, given that accumulating interruptions cause increases in stress, the level of stress at any given time is largely determined by the organization’s past performance. Stress and performance become part of a feedback system in which stress affects the current performance and the consequences of past performance, as captured by the stock

of interruptions pending, affect stress. In Figure 1, stress is modeled as the mismatch between the desired resolution rate, which depends on interruptions pending and a desired resolution time, and the normal resolution rate, which reflects a sense of performance under typical unstressed conditions. As pending interruptions increase, so does the desired resolution rate, increasing the model variable stress as well.

The third main idea asserts that the influence of stress on performance is captured by an inverted U-shaped relationship, as is posited by the Yerkes Dodson law.\textsuperscript{36} When stress is low, small increases result in an increase in performance, but the favorable effects of stress on performance continue only up to a point, after which further increases cause performance to deteriorate.\textsuperscript{37–39} The Yerkes Dodson law, based on experiments applying varying intensities of electrical shocks to mice running through a maze, has a long history in psychological research and has been used to describe the effects of anxiety, arousal, drive, motivation, activation, and reward and punishment on performance, problem solving, coping, and memory.\textsuperscript{39–41} Figure 1 shows the Yerkes Dodson curve separated into its upward- and downward-sloping components. The insert labeled positive effect of stress describes the upward-sloping portion of the Yerkes Dodson curve.

The causal arrow from the variable stress to the positive effect of stress indicates that as stress increases, so too does the effect of stress, and the causal arrow from the positive effect of stress to the net interruption resolution rate indicates that as this effect increases, so does the net interruption resolution rate. This portion of the model operationalizes the idea that increasing stress increases performance (i.e., interruption resolution rate). Eventually, the peak of the Yerkes Dodson curve is reached, and increasing stress further causes performance to deteriorate. The insert labeled negative effect of stress describes the downward-sloping portion of the Yerkes Dodson curve, and the causal arrow from negative effect of stress to the net interruption resolution rate indicates that as this effect increases, the interruption resolution rate decreases.

The links among interruptions pending, the desired resolution rate, stress, the effects of stress, and the net interruption resolution rate form feedback loops that govern the organization’s response to variations in the interruption arrival rate. Figure 1 shows two feedback loops corresponding to the two regions of the Yerkes Dodson curve. To understand the diagram, consider a scenario in which an ED experiences a surge in interruptions compared to the baseline levels during normal operating conditions. The surge constitutes a rapid increase in the interruption arrival rate. These interruptions are not processed and resolved instantaneously, but instead accumulate in the stock of interruptions pending. As the stock of interruptions pending increases, the ED practitioners notice and interpret these interruptions and consequently experience an increase in their desired resolution rate for these pending interruptions. As the desired resolution rate rises above the normal resolution rate, stress (as it is modeled here) increases. Practitioners get more focused, experience autonomic arousal, and ratchet up their performance as in the upward-sloping portion of the Yerkes Dodson curve. In Figure 1, increasing stress causes an increase in the positive effect of stress, which then in turn causes an increase in the interruption resolution rate. With a higher interruption resolution rate the stock of interruptions pending decreases. Beginning with an increase in interruptions pending and tracing the process around to the resulting decrease in interruptions pending, we see that the response represented by this feedback loop offsets, or balances out, the initial increase. We call this a balancing feedback loop and label it in Figure 1 with the letter B for balancing. Balancing feedback loops act to correct deviations, regulate performance, or move systems toward their target conditions. Common examples of balancing feedback loops in other contexts include thermostatic control of room temperature, homeostasis, and eating in response to pangs of hunger. Balancing loops bring stability to systems. In the context of this example, the stress-induced enhancement in performance is a stabilizing response that helps the ED to restore normal operating conditions in the wake of the surge of interruptions.

The system response changes considerably when the stress level rises enough to trigger the downward-sloping portion of the Yerkes Dodson curve. Consider an ED experiencing larger or longer-lasting surges than described above, such that the stock of interruptions pending accumulates to a level high enough to push the ED into the region where the negative effects of stress dominate. The increase in stress that results from increases in interruptions pending now causes a decline in the interruption resolution rate, and as the interruption arrival rate continues, the stock of interruptions pending grows still further. Beginning with the increase in interruptions pending and tracing around the feedback loop, we have an increase in the desired resolution rate that causes an increase in stress, which in turn causes more negative effects of stress, reducing the interruption resolution rate and resulting in further increases in the stock of interruptions pending. The response represented by this feedback loop amplifies or reinforces the original increase. We call this a reinforcing feedback loop and label it with the letter R in Figure 1. Reinforcing feedback loops generate growth or decline at increasing rates of change, and they generate instability in systems. Common examples of reinforcing feedback loops include compounding interest, population growth, and the contagious spread of infectious disease. In the context of Figure 1, when stress levels increase, at first the balancing loop determines the overall behavior of the system, but when stress becomes high enough, the reinforcing loop begins to determine the system’s behavior. This transition is a shift in loop dominance and is key to understanding the dynamics of quantity-induced crises. We turn next to simulation experiments to highlight these important dynamics.

**SIMULATING THE DYNAMICS OF DISASTER AND CRISIS**

We present several simulation experiments using the mathematical model associated with the diagram in
Figure 1. Model equations translate the causal logic described into simple algebraic equations. The resulting model is a set of nonlinear integral equations, one for each of the variables shown in the diagram. The full model description and equations are available elsewhere or from the authors on request. The experiments we show here begin with the system in equilibrium, which occurs when the interruption arrival rate equals the interruption resolution rate. Starting from these conditions, representing a steady-state or baseline condition, allows for controlled experiments when we perturb the system using a test input.

The first experiment tests the system’s response to a temporary, one-time surge in the interruption arrival rate. The left panel of Figure 2 displays the results when the interruption arrival rate is increased by 100% for one minute, after which it returns to its original baseline value. The surge in arrivals causes a sharp increase in the stock of interruptions pending, as seen in the solid dark line. The accumulation of interruptions pending increases stress levels, which in turn stimulates an increase in the interruption resolution rate, as seen in the dotted line. By the time the burst in arrivals has subsided, the stock of interruptions pending has accumulated to well above its baseline level. Stress remains a bit high, and interruption resolutions continue at a higher rate, above the rate of interruption arrivals, so the stock of interruptions pending begins to fall and eventually returns to its baseline level. The system returns to its steady state. The balancing feedback between stress and performance dominates behavior, regulating the resolution rate and enabling the system to recover from the surge in interruption arrivals.

Next, consider the system’s response to a slightly larger surge in the interruption arrival rates. The right panel of Figure 2 displays the results when the interruption arrival rate is increased by 120% for 1 minute. As before, the increase in interruption arrivals causes a sharp increase in the stock of interruptions pending, increasing stress levels, which in turn increases the interruption resolution rate. However, the stock of interruptions pending grows to somewhat higher levels than in the previous scenario, causing stress to build still further. The negative effects of stress begin to take effect, and the reinforcing feedback loop begins to dominate the benign balancing feedback loop responsible for the adaptive response in the previous scenario. The negative effects of stress cause the interruption resolution rate to fall, and once this rate drops below the interruption arrival rate, the stock of interruptions pending begins to grow. The larger increase in interruption arrivals has pushed the system into the mal-adaptive region of the Yerkes Dodson curve, and the feedback between stress and performance has become a vicious cycle, propelling the system into a state of collapse.

These experiments highlight several important features of the system’s dynamics. First, the system has two qualitatively different modes of behavior, an adaptive response as in the first scenario and a catastrophic response as in the second scenario. In systems such as this one where loop dominance can shift, proportional logic, such as “more resources in, more performance out,” is not well-suited to understanding the complexities of the dynamic behavior. Second, a small change in the size of the surge in interruptions can precipitate a profoundly different outcome—indeed, the difference between adaptation and crisis. Once the system crosses a critical threshold, or tipping point, the behavior is dominated by a reinforcing loop acting as a vicious cycle that dooms the system to catastrophic collapse.

Third, these experiments demonstrate that the consequences of a temporary surge in the rate of interruption arrivals can linger far beyond the short period of the transient increase.

The next set of experiments explores how variability affects system performance. In Figure 3, we show two simulations in which the interruption arrival rate is now progressively increased by 5% per minute. The results are striking: As the rate of interruption arrivals increases, the system becomes more stressed, with the resolution rate falling, and the stock of interruptions pending rises. Eventually, the system crosses a critical threshold, or tipping point, and enters a state of catastrophic collapse.

These experiments illustrate the importance of understanding the dynamics of systems in crisis. By examining the responses to small perturbations, we can gain insights into the behavior of these systems under stress. The results highlight the need for proactive strategies to prevent the system from crossing the critical threshold and entering a state of catastrophic collapse.
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restoring the system to its original equilibrium, just as we saw in the first simulation experiment. This intersection occurs in the upward-sloping region of the Yerkes Dodson curve, where the balancing loop is dominant. The equilibrium is a stable one, meaning that the system counteracts small perturbations to bring the system back into equilibrium.

The equilibrium on the right side of the curve occurs in the downward-sloping portion of the Yerkes Dodson curve, a region where the reinforcing loop dominates. This is an unstable equilibrium, because a small perturbation will be amplified by the system, moving further away from the unstable equilibrium. In particular, note the direction of the arrows. Once the system reaches the unstable equilibrium on the right, any further increase in stress pushes the system into the region where the resolution rate is less than the arrival rate. The stock of interruptions pending increases, further increasing stress and further reducing the resolution rate. The reinforcing loop dominates the system behavior, just as we saw in the second simulation of Figure 2 where the system was propelled into crisis. The unstable equilibrium on the right is also the tipping point, the threshold that distinguishes the adaptive mode of system response from the catastrophic mode. The further right this tipping point is relative to normal baseline conditions, the more additional interruptions the system can tolerate before plunging into crisis. The continuing increase in arrivals that our nation’s EDs have experienced constitutes a pushing up of the horizontal line in Figure 4. The fact that chronic overcrowding conditions have not resulted in more catastrophic crises suggests that ED practitioners have often successfully functioned near the peak of the curve. However, the resilient and adaptive ability of our EDs to accommodate these increasing stresses on the system is potentially misleading if we take seriously the implications of the right panel of Figure 4. Our nation’s EDs may be much closer to the tipping point than we realize.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR EMERGENCY MEDICINE**

The model and analyses presented here were developed drawing on data from the study of large-scale disasters, so a major limitation of this work is that applications to EM are speculative. Nevertheless, there are compelling parallels between the feedback structure of the disaster dynamics posited here and the sociotechnical environments of our EDs. Interruptions, which figure prominently in the quantity-induced crises we have been discussing, are a quintessential feature in the practice of EM. We conclude in this section with some observations about how the lessons from the study of disaster might apply to EM. First and foremost, EDs, like the organizations modeled in our analysis, are sophisticated and interconnected systems that face an unpredictable stream of demands for their services. The major finding of the above analysis is that such systems are prone to tipping. As long as mounting stress on the individuals, groups, or the system as a whole eventually leads to degradation of performance, the system will have a
tipping point. Once the ED crosses a critical threshold of some combination of census, workload, confusion, access block, pending radiologic and laboratory results, and accumulated interruptions, the reinforcing feedback dynamics of the vicious cycle can lead rather quickly to the collapse of normal operating routines and in the extreme to a crisis of organizational paralysis. One account of such a fundamental shift in the operating regime of an ED describes the status beyond the tipping point as one of “freefall.”

The analysis here underscores the importance of quantity rather than novelty as an antecedent of crisis. For EM, the message is that increasing volumes of otherwise routine patient arrivals and commonplace interruptions in the ED may be a greater threat than is often appreciated. EDs have well-developed protocols for responding to mass casualty incidents, and providers train to manage and deliver care effectively when they occur. These protocols often trigger a flexing up of resources that bring additional providers and ancillary personnel to the trauma bays or other sites. EDs can use these protocols to address the challenges of mass casualty incidents, because they are readily identified. On the other hand, a quantity-induced overload enjoys no such special designation, nor clear signals that it might be occurring. More attention is needed to the identification, prevention, and management of scenarios based on a high quantity of non-novel interruptions in the ED.

A second important implication for EM is that practitioners may be lulled into a false sense of capability by their experiences in the precrisis mode. The curvilinear relationship of performance and stress suggests that practitioners and departments have some latent ability to ratchet up their performance when conditions require. The experiences of providers in successfully managing overload conditions confirm their belief in their ability to handle such trying conditions, when in fact they could be operating dangerously close to the tipping point. Such lessons learned may breed an artificial sense that the system is safely distant from a crisis beyond the tipping point, especially when coupled with overconfidence bias, which may be even more extreme among ED practitioners who are attracted to the intensity of such demanding situations. However, tipping points are not only unexpected, but also trigger a highly nonlinear response that once started is extremely challenging to stop.

Third, managing an impending crisis presents a challenge that is more difficult and subtle than most theoretical analyses and practical wisdom acknowledges. The ability to recognize an impending crisis likely declines as pending interruptions increase, drawing on cognitive resources. Moreover, even when people recognize an impending crisis, attempts to fashion a response may actually make things worse. One response advocated by some organizational theorists and in studies of error prevention is to enlarge the repertoire of responses by stepping back, reframing, and engaging in higher-order evaluation such as double loop learning. Such responses may be useful and adaptive when the novelty of the situation is the challenge, but they can be counterproductive when the crisis is driven by non-novel quantity. Under such conditions, it may be that unquestioned adherence to pre-existing routines is the best response to the accumulation of pending interruptions. Worse, many real-world crises combine elements of both novelty and quantity (e.g., Weick’s description of the Mann Gulch fire), so striking a balance between confident adherence to learned responses and shifting gears to explore novel alternatives becomes critical to adaptively meeting the challenge.

Finally, at a higher level of analysis we note that the nation’s EM system seems to be moving toward riskier and riskier baseline conditions. The chronic overcrowding of our nation’s EDs has become somewhat monomorphous, with a likely implication that many EDs have severely limited flex capacity to tolerate upticks in routine demand for services. Stretching our nation’s EDs to see how far they can stretch is a form of hill climbing search. In a hill climbing search for the peak, we start climbing (i.e., increasing the value of some variable), check to see if our most recent progress has been upward, and if so continue climbing. If not, we stop or go back a notch. Such a method works well in many situations, such as titrating the dose of a drug until the desired response is achieved. However, hill climbing is a potentially disastrous approach in a landscape prone to tipping because the consequences of crossing the threshold are often irreversible. The Institute of Medicine characterized our EM system as “At the Breaking Point.” We need to avoid succumbing to the trap of using hill climbing as the means to discover that breaking point.
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